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Just download the game and try to land the plane on the flight. What a realistic aircraft carrier
landing game simulator is! F18 Landing carrier...How can you not like when you can play and
use it as a fighter pilot simulator? All F18 aircraft (USA) on one page and you can play as any
of them. You can play this game like it's a real plane. In this game you can play as a fighter...

Fighters like F16 and F18 have to fight each other to win the game. You can choose the fighter
you want to play and start playing.
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Comments Your name * E-mail * The content
of this field is kept private and will not be

shown publicly.Q: Read file in Java and
convert the information to objects I'm trying

to read and parse a text file using Java. I
have a text file that looks like this : -------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
---- "|properties" : { "backgroundImageFile" :

"" "backgroundImage" : "" "bgColor" : ""
"charSet" : "" "fillRgb" : { "r" : "#ff8c00", "g"
: "#38dffc", "b" : "#0ec198", "a" : 1 } } -------
---------------------------------------------------------------

---------- I would like to convert it to the
following objects : propertie called properties

I would like to create a JSONObject
properties contains "backgroundImageFile"
"backgroundImage" "bgColor" and etc... The

main idea is to read the text file and
converting it to objects. Thanks! A: This is

relatively simple. In fact, you can start with
just a few lines of code: String[] properties =

file.split("\r |"); Map propertiesMap = new
LinkedHashMap(); for (String property :
properties) { String[] keyValuePair =

property.split("="); if (keyValuePair.length!=
2) { System.err.println("Bad key/value pair: "

+ property); break; }
propertiesMap.put(keyValuePair[0],
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keyValuePair[1]); } JSONObject properties =
new JSONObject(propertiesMap); This will
read your file in a fairly simple way, which
can be improved if needed (e.g. using a

Reader rather than split). JSONObject is fine
for the properties, but if you need to use a
different Java API, that's fine too. Q: How to

programmatically zoom in to an Android
imageView? i have a picture which is shown

on a ImageView. I would like to
programmatically zoom in to that image.

How c6a93da74d
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